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Abstract

While the amount of cross-linguistic data is constantly increasing, most datasets produced today and in the past cannot be considered FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable, and reproducible). To remedy this and to increase the comparability of cross-linguistic resources, it is not enough to set up standards and best practices for data to be collected in the future. We also need consistent workflows for the “retro-standardization” of data that has been published during the past decades and centuries. With CLDFBench we introduce a framework for the retro-standardization of legacy data and the curation of new datasets that drastically simplifies the creation of CLDF by providing a consistent, reproducible workflow that rigorously supports version control and long term archiving of research data and code. The framework is distributed in form of a Python package along with usage information and examples for best practice. This study introduces the new framework and illustrates how it can be applied by showing how a resource containing structural and lexical data for Sinitic languages can be efficiently retro-standardized and analyzed.

1. Introduction

While the amount of cross-linguistic data is constantly increasing, this “data deluge” has the potentially detrimental effect of making it easier to neglect “old” data – since similar enough “new” data may be available. For many low-resource languages – in particular those ones which are on the brink of extinction – this means they will effectively disappear from research when existing data is of low quality and new data can no longer be obtained. Thus, making existing data ready for re-use – “lifting” it into current research environments – is vital for any cross-linguistic research. At the same time, it is also vital to make sure that new data that is being constantly produced by the linguistic community is provided in such a form that it can easily be lifted to overarching standards.

While initial efforts to increase the reproducibility of research in linguistics have been undertaken (Berez-Kroeker et al., 2018) and large datasets which aggregate linguistic resources in order to make them apt for cross-linguistic investigations have been increasingly prepared during the past two decades (Dryer and Haspelmath, 2011; Haspelmath and Tadmor, 2009; Key and Comrie, 2016), we still face a situation in which the majority of linguistic data does not conform to the principles of FAIR data in the sense of Wilkinson et al. (2016), as the data are often not findable, not accessible, not interoperable, and also not reproducible.

2. Cross-Linguistic Data Formats

As one step towards increasing the interoperability of cross-linguistic data, the Cross-Linguistic Data Formats (CLDF, https://cldf.cldf.org) specification was published in 2018 (Forkel et al., 2018). Having started with a series of workshops in 2014, during which linguists who make active use of cross-linguistic data in their research discussed the challenges of data standardization, the first version of the CLDF specification proposed standard formats along with evaluation tools for the most basic types of data encountered in cross-linguistics research, namely word lists, structural datasets, and dictionaries.

One of the major design ideas of CLDF was to make active use of existing standards widely used on the web, such as, notably, CSVW (Tennison et al., 2015; Pollock et al., 2015), which is itself building on JSON-LD (W3C, 2019), and thus directly compatible with the Resource Description Framework RDF (https://www.w3.org/RDF/). Thus, linking the entities of a given dataset to those of another is built-in. Standards for each of the three modules of CLDF were created in such a way that common entities (such as, for example, metadata about languages) could be shared. Extensibility of the standard was built into the system, to allow for the successive inclusion of additional datatypes, such as, for example, parallel texts (Östling, 2014), inter-linear-glossed texts (Lewis and Xia, 2010), or even annotated rhyme data (List et al., 2019c).

With CLDF we have laid the foundations for interoperable, cross-linguistic data. We furthermore established the appropriateness of such data formats, by converting existing databases (see https://cldf.org/datasets.html) to CLDF.

3. Lifting and Retro-Standardizing Linguistic Data

Converting existing databases to a standard format like CLDF adds value not only on the side of the data consumer, but also for the data creator, e.g. through standardized quality control, or available tooling for publication, such as the clld toolkit (Forkel et al., 2019), which serves cross-linguistic data on the web and has been used for the publication of many well-known cross-linguistic datasets, such as the World Atlas of Language Structures Online by Dryer and Haspelmath (2011), or the World Loanword Database by Haspelmath and Tadmor (2009).

Making data readable for tools could be called “syntactic interoperability”. But with retro-standardization we also aim at “semantic interoperability” – addressing the scientific value and quality of the data more directly. This appears in line with the findings of the German Rat für Informationsinfrastrukturen, namely that data quality was ne-
Figure 1: Digitization of the exemplary dataset by Norman (2003).

glected in the age of digitization, and consequently that maintaining data quality is not enough, but it needs to be increased in order to facilitate long-term re-use of data (RIII, 2019).

As an example for an increase in quality of an existing resource, consider the typical field work notes that provide word lists for one or more languages based on a questionnaire consisting of elicitation glosses. While such a dataset itself can be very valuable when provided as a digital resource (even if it is only distributed in form of a PDF document), there are many aspects that make it difficult to compare one resource with other resources of a similar type. First, the questionnaires used by linguists vary widely, and there is no straightforward way to compare them automatically (List et al., 2016; List, 2018). Second, information on the language varieties documented by field work resources are often hidden in the main text, and at times even only provided in form of a custom geographic map from which it is very difficult to extract the relevant information (geo graphic location, name of township, etc.). Third, phonetic transcriptions vary widely, and scholars use various short cuts to make it easier to document their languages, or for aesthetic reasons, given phonological considerations, and specifically older sources often do not use the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA, 1999) as their primary transcription system (Anderson et al., 2018).

When standardizing a given dataset along these three dimensions (elicitation glosses, language varieties, transcription system), the data can be automatically enriched with all the information that has been acquired independently from other linguistic resources for the standardized items. Elicitation glosses linked to global standards can be compared to other questionnaires, in order to identify a potential overlap in data points. Along with a close identification of the language varieties that are presented by a given dataset, one could compare different documentations of identical varieties across different times, or as documented by different fieldworkers. Last but not least, the use of standardized transcription systems could offer detailed information on many aspects related to the sound inventories of the documented languages, including the cross-linguistic frequency of sounds, their distinctive features, or the spelling traditions in different transcription systems.

In turn, a retro-standardized dataset adds to the growing pool of datasets that have already been successfully lifted, and thus increases the knowledge on cross-linguistic language resources even more. The best practice recommendations and tools we present in this study can be seen as an attempt to facilitate this work drastically. By introducing reference catalogs as a way to store meta-linguistic data of different types, including consistent identifiers along with additional information on language varieties (Glottolog, https://glottolog.org, Hammarström et al., 2019), elicitation glosses (Concepticon, https://concepticon.clld.org, List et al., 2020), and phonetic transcription systems (CLTS, https://clts.clld.org, List et al., 2019a), substantial parts of linguistic datasets could already be retro-standardized without the format specification proposed by the CLDF initiative. However, as the detailed description of the tools which support the creation of CLDF datasets will show, a lot of the heavy lifting can be substantially facilitated with the workbench we have built around the CLDF framework.

3.1. Linking Data to Glottolog

Somewhat surprisingly, language identification is difficult and creates a high barrier for data re-use in many cases. Glottolog has been introduced to address exactly this issue, and do so in a more effective way than ISO 639-3, for three major reasons: (1) Glottolog pro-
vides many alternative names used for languages in other catalogs, archives, or databases such as WALS or AIATSIS. (2) Glottolog is supplemented by a Python API pyglottolog (see https://pypi.org/project/pyglottolog), providing programmatic access to this data, in particular local full-text using the Whoosh search engine. (3) Last but not least, Glottolog data are available as CLDF dataset – allowing standardized access from computing environments other than Python.

3.2. Mapping Data to Concepticon
That elicitation glosses used in fieldwork questionnaires, comparative wordlists, and other larger linguistic data collections are notoriously difficult to handle has long been noted by linguists, although most linguists simply put up with the problem without working towards a solution. With the publication of the Concepticon project (List et al., 2016), a first attempt to link the large amount of concept lists consistently has been presented, and so far turned out to be very successful, specifically in supporting the aggregation of lexical data from different resources (List et al., 2018b), as exemplified by the Database of Cross-Linguistic Colexifications (https://clics.clld.org, Version 2.0, List et al., 2018a).

The first version of the Concepticon contained 160 concept list, which made up for 30,222 elicitation glosses which were in part linked to 2,495 distinct concept sets. Different contributors had been assembling these data since at least 2012. The most recent version of the Concepticon (2.3.0) has increased this number to 310 lists, 65,979 elicitation glosses, and 3,677 distinct concept sets (List et al., 2020).

It is important to note that the concrete work on the Concepticon project has not been increasing since its first publication. The reason why the project could keep, if not speed up, its original pace was due to improved approaches to data curation, consistency checking, and, specifically, semi-automated approaches for concept mapping, that were later refined by experts.

The essential idea of this concept mapping algorithm, which can be applied to concept lists in 29 different languages (of which, however, apart from English only German, Spanish, Russian, Portuguese, French, and Chinese are well supported), is to make active use of the elicitation behavior of linguists that has been accumulated in the Concepticon project. The Concepticon gloss for “aubergine”, for example, is “AUBERGINE”, but quite a few concept lists elicit this concept as English eggplant, this information is readily employed in the mapping process and greatly facilitates the search for standard concept sets defined by the Concepticon.

In addition to the concept mapping algorithm shipped along with the pyconcepticon Python package, a local web-based mapping procedure is available, which is implemented in JavaScript and uses a slightly modified mapping algorithm that allows also to check for spelling errors on a word-by-word basis across seven languages (see List et al. 2018b for a description of the algorithm and https://digling.org/calc/concepticon for the most recent online version of this mapping procedure).

Although the Concepticon mapping algorithms are not employing any machine learning architecture so far, but rather based on a simple stemming procedure combined with a handcrafted decision-tree-like search, it has turned out to be extremely efficient, and it also improves with each concept list being added.

3.3. Transforming Transcriptions into CLTS
Contrary to what many scholars think, the International Phonetic Alphabet can barely be considered a standard for transcription, and it is also not intended as such by the International Phonetic Association. What it constitutes is a mere attempt to provide a transcription system that is theoretically capable of describing the major phonetic contrasts in the languages of the world (IPA, 1999). Linguistic practice usually acknowledges the IPA and makes occasional use of it, but the degree to which scholars adhere to the most recent updates of the IPA differs greatly among linguistic subfields, especially also, since some fields use their own transcription systems, such as, among others, the Uralic Phonetic Alphabet (UPA), the North-American Phonetic Alphabet (NAPA), or the specific, barely explicitly mentioned traditions of transcribing South-East Asian languages (Anderson et al., 2018).

In addition to transcription systems, cross-linguistic datasets that document phonetic and phonological aspects of languages, such as, for example, sound inventories (Moran et al., 2014; Nikolaev et al., 2015; Maddieson et al., 2013), also differ, at times drastically, in the way they make use of the IPA recommendations.

As a result, phonetic transcriptions are still largely incomparable across resources. Since scholars interpret transcription systems loosely and often prefer to stick to informal conventions of transcription that evolved over time in their specific peer groups, it is impossible to interpret a given phonetic transcription without knowing the author, the time, and target languages it was used to document.

The goal of the Cross-Linguistic Transcription Systems initiative (List et al., 2019a) was to provide a reference catalog that could help to unify linguistic datasets that provide data in phonetically transcribed form. Typical examples for these data are the numerous fieldwork notes for various languages of the world (Allen, 2007; Mitterhofer, 2013), larger collections of comparative word lists (Greenhill et al., 2008; Heggarty et al., 2019), or individual grammars and glossaries.

CLTS offers a standardized set of currently 8754 sounds which are uniquely defined by a feature system that is largely based on the feature system employed by the IPA. These sounds are linked to 15 transcription datasets and 5 different phonetic alphabets. The recommended standard, labelled “BIPA” (“broad”, i.e., broad-coverage, IPA) has the advantage of providing an explicit solution for many issues resulting from an inconsistent combination of transcription symbols (e.g., if aspiration should be marked before or after palatalization, as in [kʰ] vs. [kʰ]),. In addition, CLTS offers a Python library that can be used to generate new sounds that are virtually defined as part of the feature system, as well as to identify the most likely sound in the CLTS system, if a transcription does not follow the standards of
any of the transcription systems available in the CLTS. Converting data according to the CLTS recommendations can be further facilitated with help of orthography profiles (Moran and Cysouw, 2018). Orthography profiles can be seen as lookup tables for sound segments provided in any phonetic transcription written from left to right. If only the lookup table is provided, an orthography profile converts a given sound sequence into sound segments, by segmenting different sounds with a space (e.g., [tʰ ɔ x tʰ ə r] instead of [tʰɔxtʰər]). Additionally, they can also be used to convert the items in the lookup table into another transcription system by providing additional columns with transcription targets. In this form, orthography profiles can be used quite efficiently to retro-standardize the transcriptions provided in linguistic resources. The LingPy software package (http://lingpy.org, List et al. 2019) also offers a function to seed an initial orthography profile from a given dataset, which has proven very efficient for the preparation of larger comparative datasets (Sagart et al., 2019).

4. CLDFBench

4.1. Basic Idea

The requirements for “good” CLDF datasets laid out above, the existence of large amounts of published linguistic data, and the experience that was gained over a decade of data curation within the CLLD project (https://clld.org) were the motivating factors behind a new tool, the Python package cldfbench (https://pypi.org/project/cldfbench). Technically, cldfbench provides a layer on top of the pycldf package that provides low-level access to read, write, and validate CLDF datasets (https://pypi.org/pycldf). For the practice of data curation and retro-standardization, cldfbench provides a controlled and efficient way of creating and curating CLDF datasets, well-suited for integration with version control and long term archiving of data and code.

With CLDF adding linguistically relevant semantics to the CSV package format, and pycldf providing functionality to read and write CLDF datasets from Python, cldfbench addresses the concrete use cases of creating CLDF from existing resources.

cldfbench provides an efficient and transparent workflow for curating legacy data which allows for the replicable conversion of legacy formats to CLDF, and provides a data layout which transparently delineates (1) the source data, (2) enhancements and configuration data, such as linkings of languages to Glottolog, mappings of elicitation glosses to Concepticon, or orthography profiles (which provide a mapping of a source transcription system to the standardized B(road)IPA transcription system provided by CLTS), and (3) derived CLDF data (see also Figure 2).

4.2. The Bigger Picture of Data Curation

The cldfbench framework is built to operate in a bigger environment for research data curation, with the ultimate goal of making the curation of FAIR data easy. By providing a workflow to convert legacy data to CLDF, cldfbench makes datasets Interoperable. Datasets curated with cldfbench are suited perfectly for version control with tools like GIT (https://git-scm.com/) and by extension for collaborative curation on platforms like GitHub (https://github.com). If datasets are hosted on GitHub, continuous quality control can be implemented using services such as Travis-CI (https://travis-ci.org/). Thus, cldfbench encourages transparent, replicable data curation – which is essential for making constantly evolving data Reusable.

Datasets curated on GitHub are easily “hooked up” with Zenodo (https://zenodo.org) for archiving. Thus, datasets curated with cldfbench can easily be made Findable and Accessible. Using the collection management functionalities such as Communities on Zenodo (https://zenodo.org/communities) further enhances findability, and additionally enables post-publication review and quality assessment.

4.3. Workflows for Retro-Standardization

A typical workflow for retro-standardization within the curation framework supported by cldfbench consists of
five steps. In a first step (1), the data need to be digitized (unless they have already been digitized or have been originally submitted in digital form). In a second step (2), the data are converted to CLDF, following specific procedures depending on the data type (see our usage example below). In a third step (3), once the data are considered good enough to be shared, the dataset is versionized. In a fourth step (4), which can be automatized if users have linked their GitHub accounts with Zenodo, the version is archived with Zenodo. In order to make sure that the data are easy to find by colleagues, a fifth step (5) involves the further characterization of the data through Zenodo’s community system.

4.4. Usage Example

In order to illustrate the advantages of our CLDF curation workflow with cldfbench, we have selected a considerably small language resource offering both lexical and structural data. The data stems from an article by Norman (2003). In this article, the author shares data on Sinitic (Chinese) dialect varieties along with the unclassified Tibeto-Burman language Bai (collected from his own field work and occasional secondary sources). The data are presented in tables that can be easily digitized, since the amount of data is considerably small, providing 14 structural features for 11 Sinitic varieties, and 40 word forms (cognate morphemes) for 10 Sinitic varieties plus Bai (Jianchuan dialect).

Our digitization step (step 1 in our workflow) consists in extracting the data tables (lexical and structural data) from the article and rendering them in long-table format. Representing the data in this form is not a necessary requirement by cldfbench but has the advantage that it facilitates the parsing of the text files when converting the data to CLDF in the second step. Apart from extracting the data from the sources, we also need to render the original sources that the author used to prepare the data, which is done by providing a BibTeX file. Figure 1 shows how the original lexical data (A) and the original structural data (B) are rendered in tabular form (B and D), and how the sources are rendered as bibliographic entries in BibTeX format. When converting the data to CLDF format (step 2 in our workflow), we first need to provide the links to our reference catalogs. To link the languages in the data to Glottolog, we create a list of all the 16 language varieties that occur in the dataset, along with geographic locations, Glottocodes, and additional information. We did not have to link the concept list underlying...
the lexical data to Concepticon, since this was already done in the past (see https://concepticon.cldf.org/contributions/Norman-2003-40), but we created an orthography profile with help of LingPy’s preliminary orthography profile creation method which can be invoked directly via cldfbench (as a sub-command of the lexibank handler for word list data). With this information, the data can be conveniently converted to CLDF with help of cldfbench.

The retro-standardization of a given dataset with help of cldfbench is done in form of a Python package. A typical Python package for cldfbench consists of a metadata file (metadata.json), a license file (LICENSE), a setup file to install the data as a Python package registered with cldfbench (setup.py), and a main Python script that takes care of the data lifting (in our case called lexibank_normansinitic.py). Raw data are stored in a specific folder (raw/), as are additional information pertaining to reference catalogs, such as Glottocodes or orthography profiles (etc.), or additional, user-provided commands (commands/). The lifted data in CLDF format itself is stored in the folder cldf. Optionally, specific information on the contributors who curated a given dataset can be provided in form of Markdown files (CONTRIBUTORS.md), or additional information on the dataset can be shared (NOTES.md). When invoking the CLDF conversion via cldfbench, not only the CLDF dataset is created, but also additional information. Thus, when dealing with wordlists, for example, information on the transcription system (TRANSCRIPTION.md) or the treatment of word forms in the data (FORMS.md) is automatically created upon converting the data to CLDF. Figure 2 shows a typical document tree of a cldfbench package, as rendered once submitted to Zenodo (https://zenodo.org).

Once a cldfbench has been created, the conversion to CLDF can be invoked via the command-line (see https://github.com/cldf/cldfbench for details), similarly to user-defined commands provided along with the cldfbench package. Installation of our example dataset, which is curated on GitHub (https://github.com/cldf-datasets/normansinitic) can be done in a straightforward way with the help of the version control tool git. Installing the data, following our online instructions, will automatically install all necessary dependencies.

In order to emphasize the advantage of converting one’s data into the standard CLDF formats, we added a custom command to convert the datasets into the NEXUS format (Maddison et al., 1997), a widely used standard format to represent evolutionary data in biology, which serves as the basic input format for many software packages. In Figure 3, we show splits graphs of the two datasets, computed with the help of the Neighbor-Net algorithm (Bryant and Moulton, 2004) as implemented in the SplitsTree package (Huson, 1998) along with the corresponding NEXUS files of both datasets. While the NEXUS file for the structural data could be generated directly from the dataset, the lexical data had to be automatically searched for cognates before. For this purpose, standard algorithms from LingPy were employed (List, 2014). As can be easily seen from the two Neighbor-Nets, the structural data fails to discriminate the different dialect varieties considerably, while the lexical data results in a more or less balanced network that reflects the major dialect groups as they have been proposed in the literature.

The cldfbench package of Norman’s dataset used in this demonstration was released as version 2.0.0 and has been archived with Zenodo (List and Forkel, 2019). In order to experiment with the data, and to try and replicate the CLDF creation process or the additional conversion to NEXUS format, all users have to do is to download the data (directly from GitHub or from Zenodo) and follow the detailed instructions from the cldfbench package.

5. Conclusion

The original publication of the first version of the CLDF standard was meant as basic tool for scholars to produce FAIR data. While we could illustrate the suitability of CLDF on many occasions so far, and specifically demonstrate it with the release of Version 2.0 of the CLICS database, where we managed to aggregate cross-linguistic polysemy data from 15 different datasets, it has so far been rather tedious, specifically for scholars less proficient in programming, to make use of the CLDF standards in their own work. With cldfbench, we hope to make a first step into the direction of potential users who might want to try to lift their own or other published datasets to a higher level of cross-linguistic comparability. First tests of cldfbench have been carried out successfully, as reflected specifically in the recent release of CLICS3 (https://clics.cldf.org), in which we managed to double the data basis underlying CLICS2 (List et al., 2018a; List et al., 2018b), which is now based on more than 2000 languages and more than 2000 concepts (List et al., 2019d; Rzymski et al., 2020), and has also been successfully used to test hypotheses on emotion concepts in the languages of the world (Jackson et al., 2019). In the future, we hope to further increase the amount of retro-standardized datasets. Specifically structural data is often published in form of tables in books and journals, where the data is accessible, but by no means interoperable. By assembling these data in retro-standardized form and making them broadly accessible on Zenodo, we hope to encourage colleagues to join us in our efforts of rendering cross-linguistic datasets more comparable.
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